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Abstract
For languages to survive as complex cultural systems, they need to be learnable. According to traditional approaches, learning is made possible by constraining the degrees of freedom in advance of experience and by the construction of complex structure during development. This article explores a third contributor to complexity: namely, the extent to which syntactic structure can be an emergent property of how simpler entities – words – interact with one another. The authors found that when naturalistic child directed speech was instantiated in a dynamic network, communities formed around words that were more densely connected with other words than they were with the rest of the network. This process is designed to mirror what we know about distributional patterns in natural language: namely, the network communities represented the syntactic hubs of semi-formulaic slot-and-frame patterns, characteristic of early speech. The network itself was blind to grammatical information and its organization reflected (a) the frequency of using a word and (b) the probabilities of transitioning from one word to another. The authors show that grammatical patterns in the input disassociate by community structure in the emergent network. These communities provide coherent hubs which could be a reliable source of syntactic information for the learner. These initial findings are presented here as proof-of-concept in the hope that other researchers will explore the possibilities and limitations of this
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approach on a larger scale and with more languages. The implications of a dynamic network approach are discussed for the learnability burden and the development of an adult-like grammar.
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Language is a complex adaptive system (CAS). It has many interdependent parts whose interactions and dependencies generate emergent behaviour – such as the self-organization of language over generations and the feedback loops between caregiver and child – that is difficult to model from knowledge of the parts themselves. Unlike many other complex systems in the natural world it is also a cultural one and that means, every generation, a language must be compressed through the cognitive bottleneck of what is learnable. The average toddler is only just starting to string two words together, so at this point in the cultural transmission process the structural complexity of language is reduced to almost zero. In the face of this data compression, it begs the question of how languages have evolved to be complex and how they remain so. The two major theoretical responses addressing this problem have said that either some of the complexity is organized advance of experience (Chomsky, 1957, 1965) or that the complexity is actively constructed by the child (Bybee, 2010; Croft, 2001; Givon, 1995; Goldberg, 2005; Langacker, 1987, 1991; Tomasello, 2003). There is a third way to approach this question, compatible with the orthodox dichotomy, that states that some of the complexity in language is an emergent property of many simpler entities interacting with one another, each one of which is learnable. In this way, a language can become more complex than is learnable (e.g. Hopper, 1998).

Because language is composed of many agents whose interactions are driven by underlying nonlinear processes, the behaviour that emerges from this is best described in probabilistic terms (Beckner et al., 2009; Holland, 1995, 1998). Learning mechanisms that incorporate this probabilistic nature into their models have successfully simulated word segmentation and phoneme discrimination (Kuhl, 2000, 2004; Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996). However, the significance of this process for structural aspects of language, syntax in particular, is much more controversial (Pearl & Lidz, 2010; Pinker, 1979; Wexler & Culicover, 1983). This is partly due to the relatively abstract nature of syntax in comparison with words and sounds. Children have syntax, but they do not hear it: what they hear are utterances. The question this begs is one of developmental mechanisms: how do children get to syntax from utterances? Ever since these questions became topics of serious scientific enquiry, formal tools and computational models have provided a useful complement and challenge to experimental findings, in addition to the greater descriptive rigour and theoretical insight that the models themselves can offer (Chomsky, 1975; Pinker, 1979).
For example, connectionist-based models, based on parallel systems of artificial neurons, have had success in identifying word boundaries from sequences of phonemes, word classes from sequences of words, and phrase structure and lexical semantics from large usage corpora (Borovsky & Elman, 2006; Christiansen & Chater, 2001; Elman, 1990, 1993, 2005; Elman et al., 1996; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1988). Some models have been less concerned to represent any realistic analogue to human cognition and seek to tackle the learnability problem as a mathematical abstraction; for example Klein and Manning (2005) state that their solution ‘makes no claims to modelling human language acquisition’ (p. 35). Others, in common with the approach presented here, are more interested in how the latent structure of natural language interacts with plausible cognitive processing constraints, for example, explicitly modelling how the aspects of memory account for various syntactic phenomena or act as an aid to word learning (Freudenthal, Pine, Jones, & Gobet, 2015; Ibbotson, López, & McKane, 2018). In this spirit of cognitively-grounded proposals, lexical-based analyses have examined the degree to which the utterances a child produces can be traced to reliable and frequent multi-word patterns in the input (Bannard, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2009; Lieven, Behrens, Speares, & Tomasello, 2003; Lieven, Pine, & Baldwin, 1997; Lieven, Salomo, & Tomasello, 2009). In their model, Alishahi and Stevenson (2008) found that constructions gradually emerged through the clustering of different verb-frames as the model learned verb classes and constructions from artificial corpora. A major contribution to this approach was provided by McCauley and Christiansen (2019). Their model essentially tested the idea that the discovery and on-line use of multi-word units – stored in a ‘chunkatory’ – forms the basis for children’s early comprehension and production. High performance was achieved across a large number of different corpora and multiple languages, including capturing many of the features of children’s production of complex sentence types. They conclude that the model supports the idea that children’s early language can be characterized by item-based learning supported by on-line processing of distributional cues.

Language processing models have varied in the extent to which they have attempted to incorporate semantic information, with some using a supervised neural network to identify the thematic roles associated with words in sentences (Kawamoto & McClelland, 1987) while others have used a broader range of cues, including animacy, sentence position and the total number of nouns in a sentence to classify nouns as agents or patients (Connor, Gertner, Fisher, & Roth, 2008, 2009). Another approach is to consider all the possible structures given in a training corpus, and estimate their likelihood from the data (Bod, Sima’an, & Scha, 2003). This estimate can then be used to assign a structure to a new utterance by combining sub-trees from the training corpus. In its unsupervised version, this method initially assigns all possible unlabelled binary trees to an un-annotated training set, and then employs a probabilistic model to determine the most likely tree for a new utterance (Bod, 2007). In summary, a range of different theoretical models suggest categories can be recovered by distributional data, whether that is via minimum-description length clustering (Cartwright & Brent, 1997), clustering based on frequent contexts (Mintz, 2003; Mintz, Newport, & Bever, 2002), or Bayesian approaches (Griffiths & Goldwater, 2007; Parisien, Fazly, & Stevenson, 2010).
What we offer here is a much simpler methodology than many of the models reviewed above (e.g. McCauley & Christiansen, 2019), yet in common with many of them we too make use of the notion that transitional probabilities are important cues for syntactic boundaries. For example, dips in transitional probability profiles represent likely phrase boundaries and peaks indicate likely groupings of words (e.g. Thompson & Newport, 2007). Where our approach differs to others, particularly those of a connectionist or neural network orientation, is that patterns are recovered from child directed speech (CDS) unsupervised and with no a priori constraint on the number of hidden layers relevant for the particular learning task. Neither does our approach call for any specific learning biases of word learning models (Golinkoff, Mervis, & Hirsh-Pasek, 1994; Markman, 1994) other than the general capacity to represent words and the transitions between them, and to cluster frequently co-occurring words together. While acknowledging that semantic information plays an important role in construction formation, this is not formalized into our network as we want to purely assess the contribution that distributional properties make to recovering grammatical categories and the dependencies between them. Our approach also uses naturalistic CDS – the raw input out of which children construct their language – as the input to the model (cf. Reeder, Newport, & Aslin, 2013). The most important aspect of our model is that it offers a representational format that minimally departs from that of both language and the brain – namely a network of interrelated, weighted connections, whose structure evolves over time.

Incremental growth of the network captures something fundamentally developmental and complex (in the sense of many interacting parts) about the process of language acquisition, that neither batch-processing of corpus data nor non-dynamic models of development can. The dynamic networks approach offers a highly plausible psychological medium in which to simulate cognitive processes because, like language, the brain itself is a complex dynamic network (Sporns, 2002). Network studies of complex systems have shown that real world networks, such as language, are not random, as was initially assumed (Barabási, 2002; Barabási & Albert, 1999; Watts & Strogatz, 1998). The internal structure and connectivity of the system can have a profound impact upon system dynamics (Newman, Barabási, & Watts, 2006). Conceptualizing language learning as a CAS means that language acquisition research has the potential to benefit from the analytic tools developed to understand CAS in general. The approach can also offer a unified account of various linguistic phenomena, including the probabilistic nature of linguistic behaviour; continuous change within agents and across speech communities; the emergence of grammatical regularities from the interaction of agents in language use; and stage-like transitions due to underlying nonlinear processes (Holland, 1995, 1998). One such analytic tool developed for CAS analysis is community detection in networks, where network communities form around nodes (words in our case) that are more densely connected with each other than they are with the rest of the network (more detail in the Methods). We explore this idea by instantiating a corpus of early CDS into a dynamic network. We allow the network to grow word by word as the mother talks to her child, as recorded in a corpus of naturalistic speech. By using CDS, we are interested to know whether organizational properties of the
network (i.e. community structure) map onto grammatical patterns in any way that a child could plausibly capitalize on when constructing their language. If such a mapping exists, then community detection could be an important learning mechanism for the child, assuming learners sample words from the input they receive – something they presumably must do as they do not know which language community they are going to be born into.

The network we use is blind to grammatical information and its organization emerges from (a) the frequency of using a word and (b) the probabilities of transitioning from one word to another. We then implement a procedure that measures the density of links inside network communities compared to links between communities, analyse the grammatical composition of these communities and track how they develop over time. We take this approach because many decades of psycholinguistic research have shown how sensitive adults and children are to distributional patterns in language (Bloomfield, 1938; Cartwright & Brent, 1997; Finch & Chater, 1992, 1994; Goldberg, 2005; Harris, 1954; Mintz, 2003; Mintz et al., 2002; Redington, Chater, & Finch, 1998; Schütze, 1993; Tomasello, 2003).

If network communities show distinct grammatical characteristics, then the dynamic network approach suggests some of language’s complexity (grammar) can be an emergent property of how simpler elements (words) interact with one another. It would also suggest that early grammatical patterns can be represented at a level that is grounded in the distributed properties of the network.

Method

All available naturalistic CDS for two children (‘Eleanor’ and ‘Fraser’) was extracted from the Manchester Corpus (Theakston, Lieven, Pine, & Rowland, 2001). Utterances were parsed into two-word chunks (bigrams) such that ‘John liked Mary’ became ‘John \(\rightarrow\) liked’ ‘liked \(\rightarrow\) Mary’, which when implemented in a network (Figure 1) represented a total of 6861 unique words for Fraser’s CDS (displayed as nodes) and 52,057 links (or edges\(\rightarrow\)) between words. For Eleanor’s CDS there were 6184 words with 65,720 links.

When Eleanor’s or Fraser’s mother said a word for the first time in the corpus a new node was added to the network. As the mothers connect two words for the first time in the corpus a new edge was added between these two nodes. As they connect the same two words as before, the weight of the edge between two nodes was increased proportionate to the frequency that this connection was made. In this manner, the network builds up distributional patterns of use. This procedure is designed to reflect what we know about distributional patterns in naturalistic corpora from other, non-network, analyses. For example, in one construction-based analysis of CDS (Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2003), a What’s \(\_\_\_\_\_X?\) frame (Figure 2(a)) accounted for more than 69% of all of the CDS What-\(\_\_\_\_is\) constructions. The idea is that by instantiating these types of patterns as nodes and edges in a network, it gives community detection a way of mechanistically recovering the kinds of patterns consistent with this slot-and-frame analysis of early speech (Braine, 1987; Clark, 1974; MacWhinney, 1979). The intuition
behind the community detection algorithm is visually displayed in 2b and positioned below purposely to provide a direct comparison with the usage-generated CDS analysis of 2a (Cameron-Faulkner et al., 2003).

Informally, network communities form around nodes (words in our case) that are more densely connected with each other than they are with the rest of the network. For example, they may form around the type of What’s X? collocation in Figure 2(a) or an adjective-noun phrase or noun-verb-noun pattern or any frequently co-occurring pattern or schema that is more interconnected on average than the rest of the network. Because each word (e.g. ‘dog’) has grammatical category meta-data attached to it (e.g. noun) in the corpus we could analyse the pattern of grammar not only across the whole network, but also within the communities that formed as the network developed. Importantly the network itself was blind to the grammatical information and was only built from the collocations between words that were in CDS, not their grammatical categories. A more formal description of how the model identifies categories is given in Appendix 1.

Within communities we restricted ourselves to analysing grammatical patterns of use across three-word trigrams for the practical reason that strings much longer than this became very difficult to analyse (an example of eight-word collocation flow across the whole network for Eleanor and Fraser is given in Appendix 2). Figure 3 gives a close-up of a community identified in the network of Eleanor’s CDS. From these trigram maps we characterized some of the most typical grammatical patterns for trigrams within communities, for example, the preposition→determiner(article)→noun for the pathway highlighted in red below.
To assess the contribution of the community detection algorithm we also ran a control procedure that essentially randomized the connections between nodes. Specifically, for each node in the final network its in-degree (total number of words transitioning to it) and its out-degree (total number of words transitioning from it) are fixed. At that point, imagine all edges in the network are cut in the middle and each node has its half-edges connected to it with the other end in the air. The process is repeated, connecting the half-edges in a random way throughout the network until there are no half-edges left to

Figure 2. A. What’s__X frame from Cameron-Faulkner, Lieven, and Tomasello (2003). B. Visual illustration of how communities are identified (marked by red, green and blue) around densely interconnected nodes. C. A whole network visualization of real CDS from corpus data with communities coloured. (To see this figure in colour, please view the online version of the article.)
connect: take one half-edge and look randomly among all not-connected half-edges for one to connect to. In this manner the new network is a re-wired version of the old network with same nodes each having an original degree (viz. words and their neighbour connectivity), but connecting to different nodes. For dynamic networks, the timestamp of the edges (when the transition was established in the corpus of speech) can be preserved from the original distribution as well.

In what follows we present the results for the three biggest communities detected across four points of cumulative language in CDS (Tables 1 to 4). The first time point is after 200 words of the corpus, the last time point is at the last word of the corpus and two others equally divide the remaining corpus.

Our primary interest was whether frequent grammatical trigram patterns disassociate by community structure. If they do, then community structure could add valuable information which the learner could use to detect grammatical patterns.

Figure 3. An example of within community trigram grammatical patterns. (To see this figure in colour, please view the online version of the article.)
## Results

Table 1. The results of the plotting trigram grammatical flow for the three biggest communities in Eleanor’s CDS across four time points. (To see this table in colour, please view the online version of the article.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eleanor CDS</th>
<th>Network visualization</th>
<th>Biggest community</th>
<th>2nd biggest community</th>
<th>3rd biggest community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#Words (#Communities)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 (12)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Network visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Biggest community" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="2nd biggest community" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="3rd biggest community" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2061 (17)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Network visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Biggest community" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="2nd biggest community" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="3rd biggest community" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Words (# Communities)</th>
<th>Network visualization</th>
<th>Biggest community</th>
<th>2nd biggest community</th>
<th>3rd biggest community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4122 (24)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Network visualization 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Biggest community 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="2nd biggest community 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="3rd biggest community 1" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6184 (36)</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Network visualization 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Biggest community 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="2nd biggest community 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="3rd biggest community 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic trigram grammatical flow and lexical examples for the three biggest communities in Eleanor's CDS across four time points.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eleanor CDS</strong></td>
<td><strong>2nd biggest community</strong></td>
<td><strong>3rd biggest community</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biggest community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grammar path</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grammar path</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Verb-Particle→inflection→determiner(article)</td>
<td>'going to the'</td>
<td>Modal→negation→verb</td>
<td>'do not hit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'going to a'</td>
<td>Copula→negation→adjective</td>
<td>'are not brown'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Determiner(article)→noun→preposition</td>
<td>'a cat on'</td>
<td>Determiner(possessive)→noun→coordinator</td>
<td>'your dog okay'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preposition→determiner(article)→noun</td>
<td>'with the dog'</td>
<td>Verb→determiner(possessive)→noun</td>
<td>'walk my dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Determiner(possessive)→adjective→noun</td>
<td>'my fluffy dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Preposition→determiner(article)→noun</td>
<td>'with the dog'</td>
<td>Adjective→adjective→noun</td>
<td>'big brown bear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verb→determiner(possessive)→noun</td>
<td>'pass your coat'</td>
<td>Adverb→adjective→noun</td>
<td>'slowly brown bear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determiner(article)→noun→preposition</td>
<td>'the dog with'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Preposition→determiner(article)→noun</td>
<td>'with the dog'</td>
<td>Adjective→noun→adverb</td>
<td>'brown bear quickly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noun→preposition→noun</td>
<td>'dog with cat'</td>
<td>Adverb→adjective→noun</td>
<td>'quickly brown bear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determiner→noun→adverb</td>
<td>'a dog quickly'</td>
<td>Adjective→adjective→noun</td>
<td>'soft brown bear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Determiner→noun→preposition</td>
<td>'the dog with'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. The results of the plotting trigram grammatical flow for the three biggest communities in Fraser’s CDS across four time points. (To see this table in colour, please view the online version of the article).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraser CDS</th>
<th>#Words (# Communities)</th>
<th>Network visualization</th>
<th>Biggest community</th>
<th>2nd biggest community</th>
<th>3rd biggest community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 (10)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Network Visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="2nd Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="3rd Biggest Community" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2287 (22)</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Network Visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="2nd Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="3rd Biggest Community" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraser CDS</th>
<th>#Words (# Communities)</th>
<th>Network visualization</th>
<th>Biggest community</th>
<th>2nd biggest community</th>
<th>3rd biggest community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4574 (22)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Network Visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="2nd Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="3rd Biggest Community" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6861 (24)</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Network Visualization" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="2nd Biggest Community" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="3rd Biggest Community" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraser CDS</td>
<td>2nd biggest community</td>
<td>3rd biggest community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grammar path</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grammar path</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
<td><strong>Grammar path</strong></td>
<td><strong>Examples</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1 Noun → preposition → noun</td>
<td>'dolly with dress' 'dog on one'</td>
<td>Pronoun(personal) → verb → preposition</td>
<td>'you hit with'</td>
<td>Determiner → adverb → adjective</td>
<td>'a very brown'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun → preposition → pronoun (indefinite)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Modal → Pronoun(personal) → verb</td>
<td>'can you hit'</td>
<td>Verb → preposition</td>
<td>'run with a'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 Preposition → determiner(article) → noun</td>
<td>'with the dog'</td>
<td>Adverb → adjective → noun</td>
<td>'very brown dog'</td>
<td>Verb → determiner(article)</td>
<td>'walk not run'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb → determiner(possessive) → noun</td>
<td>'walk your dog'</td>
<td>Adjective → adverb → noun</td>
<td>'brown quickly dog'</td>
<td>Verb → negation → verb</td>
<td>'you walk with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 Preposition → determiner(article) → noun</td>
<td>'with a dog'</td>
<td>Adverb → adjective → noun</td>
<td>'very brown dog'</td>
<td>Pronoun(personal) → verb → preposition</td>
<td>'walk with dogs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb → determiner(article) → noun</td>
<td>'slowly the dog'</td>
<td>Adjective → adverb → noun</td>
<td>'brown quickly dog'</td>
<td>Verb → preposition → noun</td>
<td>'I run with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb → determiner(possessive) → noun</td>
<td>'slowly my dog'</td>
<td>Adjective → adverb → noun</td>
<td>'brown furry dog'</td>
<td>Pronoun(subject) → verb → preposition</td>
<td>'brown furry dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4 Preposition → determiner(article) → noun</td>
<td>'with a dog'</td>
<td>Adverb → adjective → noun</td>
<td>'very brown dog'</td>
<td>Pronoun(personal) → auxiliary → verb</td>
<td>'I do run'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb → determiner(article) → noun</td>
<td>'slowly the dog'</td>
<td>Adjective → adverb → noun</td>
<td>'brown furry dog'</td>
<td>Auxiliary → pronoun(demonstrative) → pronoun(indefinite)</td>
<td>'Do that one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determiner(article) → noun → adverb</td>
<td>'the dog quickly'</td>
<td>Adjective → noun → adverb(temporal)</td>
<td>'brown dog then'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

To recap, our primary interest concerned whether frequent grammatical (trigram) patterns in the input disassociate by community structure. If they do, then community structure represents an emergent source of grammatical information available to the language learner that is the byproduct of instantiating words and their connections into a dynamic network. First, we give a general overview of how the networks developed in line with our expectations – as a sense-check that the community network methodology works and is able to replicate previous findings – and then go on to examine the novel contribution this article makes, namely, characterizing grammatical patterns within network communities.

As one would expect, by definition of the methodology, the networks become larger and more interconnected over time, as evidenced by the increasing number of nodes and edges as the network grows (a generic feature of dynamic networks widely noted in Banavar, Maritan, & Rinaldo, 1999; Borge-Holthoefer & Arenas, 2010; Cancho & Solé, 2001; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Collins & Quillian, 1969; Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya, & Smith, 2009; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). Our word-based network displays similar properties to those that focused on semantic relationships (Borge-Holthoefer & Arenas, 2010; Cancho & Solé, 2001; Collins & Loftus, 1975; Collins & Quillian, 1969; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005): namely, that there are several tightly interconnected clusters with some nodes acting as bridges or hubs to other densely connected clusters. For example, Cancho and Solé (2001) demonstrated that human language displays the so-called small-world effect where the average minimum distance between two words is approximately 2–3 links, despite the fact there are many thousands of words in the language network. This is possible because not all nodes in the network are created equal – there are some hub nodes that are much more interconnected than others. With this combination of local structure combined with global access, these networks become increasingly small-world and approximate a structure that is thought to aid efficient language processing and production (Banavar et al., 1999; Hills et al., 2009) and even account for some differences between early and late talkers (Beckage, Smith, & Hills, 2011). For example, Beckage et al. (2011) showed that the networks of typically-developing children show small-world structure as early as 15 months and with as few as 55 words in their vocabulary. By contrast, children with language delay display this structure to a lesser degree, causing a maladaptive bias in word acquisition for late talkers, potentially indicating a preference for infrequent words. The fact that there is this small-world non-uniform distribution of connectivity allows the community detection algorithm to identify clusters of densely interconnected nodes.

From the grammatical analysis in Tables 2 and 4 of characteristic pathways through communities, it appears that communities are able to differentiate patterns of grammatical use in CDS. For example, for Fraser’s CDS at time point 1, Community 1 contained a Noun→preposition→noun frequent pathway, Community 2 Pronoun(personal)→verb→preposition and Community 3 Determiner→adverb→adjective. For Eleanor’s CDS at time point 4, Community 1 identified Preposition→determiner(article)→noun, Community 2 Adjective→noun→adverb and Community 3 Pronoun(interrogative)→Copula→Pronoun(demonstrative). Within this general picture, there are interesting individual differences in developmental patterns. For example, for Eleanor’s CDS, the
complexity of the plots varies by community size, with the largest communities and smallest communities becoming progressively more complex with each epoch, while the second largest community becomes progressively more skewed, with a small number of strong pathways and a large number of small pathways. For Fraser’s CDS, different patterns emerge. The largest community in the final epoch appears more skewed than in the penultimate epoch. The cross-tabulations in Figure 4 summarize the pattern in Tables 2 and 4, showing how the characteristic grammatical pathways disassociate by community structure; that is, one community structure has a different grammatical hub in comparison with another. The graph in Figure 4 also shows how the control procedure eventually works to undermine community structure, in contrast to the natural community structure growth inherent in language. At the start of the network building there is a period where the control procedure generates more community structure than natural language, and the reason is evident from Figure 5. At the beginning the control procedure has lots of sub-communities which are small but meaningless. As the network grows these are subsumed into an ever longer but meaningless string of connected words that is captured by fewer and fewer communities. Natural language shows the opposite pattern, with sustained growth in community structure. We know that children are sensitive to the kinds of distributional patterns the network instantiates, so it seems plausible that community structure could provide an emergent source of information for the learner when constructing their early grammar. Moreover the patterns within communities contained some of the basic grammatical building blocks of English: verbs, nouns, adverbs, adjectives, modals, auxiliaries and determiners. So, the patterns that are constructed from these units could provide a foothold into the basic who-did-what-to-whom that a grammar organizes. Because the grammatical network was tagged with grammatical categories and had the ability to represent transitions between those categories, communities can contain ordered lexical class templates, for example a noun-verb-noun schema able to represent ‘dog bites man’ and ‘man bites dog’. Grammatical generalizations at an abstraction higher than that level (e.g. subject- or agenthood) were not examined here, although there is no reason why the same methodology of community detection could not be applied to corpora tagged with that data – the question would be the same in that instance, namely whether community structure can be dissociated by subjecthood, for example. We chose syntactic classes as they represent the least abstracted level away from the words themselves and presumably a level over which ever more abstract categories are later generalized (see suggestion later in the Discussion for hierarchical community detection).

Because of some of the analytic complexities involved we focused on the three biggest communities. Just from looking at these three communities though, it is clear that although there is dissociation across communities at any one time point there is also a fluid characterization of their grammatical pathways within communities across time. For example, as Tables 2 and 4 show, the same grammatical pattern is not always the most characteristic of that community across all four time points. To some extent this is to be expected as patterns from smaller communities get subsumed into larger communities as the network grows. Clearly, we need to know more about all the communities for a fuller picture, including whether the communities begin to converge on individual stable grammatical identities after a period of input saturation – something that further investigation could confirm over a larger corpus.
What we hope to offer here is a modest proof-of-concept for the community structure approach to grammatical pattern identification and the potential insight that the dynamic network approach can offer. We encourage other researchers to explore the possibilities.

**Figure 4.** The graph at the top shows community development for the two networks and their associated randomized controls over time. Beneath the graph is a visual summary of the data in Tables 2 and 4 presented as cross-tabulations and which highlights the dissociation between community (C1–3) and grammatical pattern (G1–6). (To see this figure in colour, please view the online version of the article.)

What we hope to offer here is a modest proof-of-concept for the community structure approach to grammatical pattern identification and the potential insight that the dynamic network approach can offer. We encourage other researchers to explore the possibilities.
A  Two community

C (1,1) → A (1,1) → B (1,1) → F (1,1) → E (1,1) → D (1,1)

One community

A (1,1) → F (1,1) → B (1,1) → C (1,1) → D (1,1) → E (1,1)

B  Normal Procedure

Peter (0,1) → Knows (1,1) → Him (1,0)
John (0,1) → Reads (1,1) → Slowly (1,0)
He (0,1) → Likes (1,1) → Her (1,0)

Randomization Procedure

John (0,1) → Reads (1,1) → Likes (1,1) → Knows (1,1) → Slowly (1,0)
Peter (0,1) → Him (1,0)
He (0,1) → Her (1,0)

Figure 5.  (Continued)
and limitations of this approach on a larger scale. For example, the scope of this article was limited to analysing one language, with two input sources over four time periods and the three largest communities that emerged from that input. A more mechanistic way of recovering characteristic patterns within communities (which was done by hand here) would allow the methodology to be scaled up to cover more time points, more speakers, more communities and more languages. The cross-linguistic validity of the approach is especially important because, for example, a noun is a noun because of its position relative to its grammatical neighbours: in English, it gets modified by an adjective, follows a determiner and precedes a verb. But because the child obviously does not know it is going to be born into an English-speaking community, any learning mechanism needs to be robust enough to handle the variation in word order and other aspects of morphosyntactic variation across languages. Because the raw input into the network is words and their transitions (not grammatical categories) it is predicted that community structure detection would be able to operate with some success cross-linguistically, but this prediction obviously needs to be rigorously tested further. In comparison with previous models (e.g. McCauley & Christiansen, 2019) the architecture of the community detection approach is much simpler and so at present limits the kinds of data we are able to simulate. For example, modelling the trajectory of overgeneralization errors is currently not possible, although it is possible to see how network metrics are relevant here too. What the approach loses in its power to demonstrate productivity, it potentially gains in its cognitive plausibility: in a network of interrelated, weighted connections, whose structure evolves over time, it offers a representational format that minimally departs from that of both language and the brain. This, of course, is not a mutually exclusive offer to those more sophisticated models that integrate semantic information or a chunkatory architecture which must surely be part of a more comprehensive story of language acquisition. However, it could be argued that the contribution of this approach is to emphasize how much structure there already is in language when it is presented as a dynamic network of communities, before this information gets fed into these more sophisticated models.

One very interesting way in which the analysis here could be further developed would be to begin to layer the networks and analyse the relationships between layers. The motivation for this is that almost all linguistic theories subscribe to some level of hierarchical organization in language (although they may profoundly disagree where this hierarchy comes from and how detached it becomes from meaning). Most theories admit a role for hierarchy to escape analysis based only on form that, for example, prevents an adequate
account of long-distance dependencies or the fact the children readily interpret the novel the gazzer mibbed the toma as a transitive utterance despite not having had experience of the forms gazzer, mibbed and toma.

In theory community detection offers a way to provide such hierarchical categorization, although demonstrating this is beyond the scope of the present article. It would do this by treating the communities that emerge from the CDS (the ones established in the present study) as the input, or nodes to a second layer of the network in something like the schematization in Appendix 3. The idea here would be that this second layer abstracts away from the form and describes relationships between communities identified at a lower level. The extension to the methodology established here potentially has important consequences for theories that admit some role for hierarchy. For example, in usage-based approaches to language, grammar is often characterized as a structured inventory of constructions, conceptualized as some sort of organized network of linguistic form and function (Bybee, 2010; Croft, 2001; Givon, 1995; Goldberg, 2005; Langacker, 1987; Tomasello, 2003). Precisely what this inventory looks like is often not specified in any detail, and where it is, the proposals are often static, highly schematized (viz. hierarchical abstraction) and only partial visualizations of the complete grammatical system. By instantiating language in a dynamic, layered network, we would catch this inventory in the act of being built and visualize what distributional patterns of grammar use might look like for a child acquiring language. In doing so, this approach offers something more concrete, incremental and fleshes out what is meant by the theoretical construct ‘structured inventory’.

The communities detected in the CDS examined here are a byproduct of organizing language into a network that is sensitive to the frequency of word use and the transition between words – something that we know adults and children are sensitive to (Bloomfield, 1938; Braine, 1987; Cartwright & Brent, 1992, 1994; Finch & Chater, 1992, 1994; Goldberg, 2005; Harris, 1954; Mintz, 2002, 2003; Mintz et al., 2002; Redington et al., 1998; Schütze, 1993; Tomasello, 2003). It seems plausible to suggest that if this information is available to learners then they might use it as a way of beginning to categorize and organize their grammatical experience. We know language is a classic example of a complex system. It has multiple speakers interacting with one another; it is adaptive to past behaviour and a speaker’s behaviour is the consequence of many competing factors that operate on many interrelated time cycles. If some of the complexity of language can be a byproduct of complex dynamic systems, not all of it needs to be actively constructed or organized in advance of experience. That means some of the burden of learning the complexity of language can be outsourced to emergence, and the cognitive bandwidth of the children who learn it no longer places the same constraints. In this way, language can sustain intergenerational complexity far beyond the complexity of the learning mechanisms acquiring it.

A strength of the dynamic network approach is that it offers a method of representing language growth that minimally differs from the way language is actually used, and that means the gap between theoretical construct and data is kept small. It also presents a way to ground linguistic representation in a medium that is psychologically plausible; for example, the usage-based proposal that frequently occurring patterns are stored together as templates or schemas can be grounded in the
community structure of the network which in turn can be grounded in the Hebbian learning principle that neurons that fire together wire together (Hebb, 1949; Lowel & Singer, 1992). Here we formally make this link between distributional learning, the schemas of usage-based theory and the community structure of a network. We hope more researchers from across the linguistic and cognitive theoretical spectrum will find use in this method for visualizing, examining and testing theories about language development.
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Appendix I

Formal detail on the community detection algorithm

To determine the extent which certain nodes cluster together in the network a modularity detection algorithm (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008) was run on the network for each developmental time window. Defined as a value between –1 and 1, modularity measures the density of links inside communities compared to links between communities. For a weighted network, modularity is defined as:

\[
Q = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i,j} \left[A_{ij} - \frac{k_i k_j}{2m}\right] \delta(c_i, c_j),
\]

where \(A_{ij}\) represents the weight of the edge between \(i\) and \(j\), \(k_i = \sum_j A_{ij}\) is the sum of the weights of the edges attached to vertex \(i\), \(c_i\) is the community to which vertex \(i\) is assigned, the \(\delta\) function \(\delta(u, v)\) is 1 if \(u = v\) and 0 otherwise and \(m = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{ij} A_{ij}\). In order to maximize this value efficiently, the Louvain Method was applied (Blondel et al., 2008). First, each node in the network is assigned to its own community. Then for each node \(i\), the change in modularity is calculated for removing \(i\) from its own community and moving it into the community of each neighbour \(j\) of \(i\). This value is easily calculated by:

\[
\Delta Q = \left[\sum_{\text{in}} + \frac{2k_{i,\text{in}}}{2m} - \left(\frac{\sum_{\text{tot}} + k_i}{2m}\right)\right]^2 - \left[\frac{\Sigma_{\text{in}}}{2m} - \left(\frac{\Sigma_{\text{tot}}}{2m}\right)^2 - \left(\frac{k_i}{2m}\right)^2\right],
\]

where \(\Sigma_{\text{in}}\) is the sum of all the weights of the links inside the community \(i\) is moving into, \(\Sigma_{\text{tot}}\) is the sum of all the weights of the links to nodes in the community, \(k_i\) is the weighted degree of \(i\), \(k_{i,\text{in}}\) is the sum of the weights of the links between \(i\) and other nodes in the community, and \(m\) is the sum of the weights of all links in the network. Then, once this value is calculated for all communities \(i\) is connected to, \(i\) is placed into the community that resulted in the greatest modularity increase. If no increase is possible, \(i\) remains in its original community. This process is applied repeatedly and sequentially to all nodes until no modularity increase can occur. Once this local maximum of modularity is hit, the first phase has ended.

The second phase of the algorithm groups all of the nodes in the same community and builds a new network where nodes are the communities from the previous phase. Any links between nodes of the same community are now represented by self-loops on the new community node, and links from multiple nodes in the same community to a node in a different community are represented by weighted edges between communities. Once the new network is created, the second phase has ended and the first phase is reapplied to the new network.
Appendix 2

Eight-word templates

Figure 6. An eight-word template for grammatical flow for Eleanor’s entire CDS network. (To see this figure in colour, please view the online version of the article.)
Figure 7. An eight-word template for grammatical flow for Fraser’s entire CDS network. (To see this figure in colour, please view the online version of the article.)
Appendix 3

A layered community detection procedure

Time 1. Words populate the network. Grammatical tags are associated with the words but not available to the network.

Time 2. Communities form around grammatical patterns.
**Time 3.** Community detection at a lower level treated as input nodes for the higher level. Community detection at this higher level might be able to detect meaningful paths between lower level communities to form an organized hierarchy.

(To see these diagrams in colour, please view the online version of the article.)